












1710 Lakeshore Blvd.  

Variance Findings 

 

1. What provisions of the Development Code (e.g. front yard setback, height, etc.) must be 
waived or varied to permit your request? 

 
Side setback (North side) from 5 feet to 1 foot. 
 
2. What are the topographic conditions, extraordinary or exceptional circumstances, shape of 

the property or location of surroundings that are unique to your property and, therefore, 
prevent you from complying with the Development Code requirements? 
 

The house was originally built in 1959 and a portion of the structure and bedroom wing 
extended into Romance Ave. Romance Avenue was abandoned and split to the benefit of the 
two adjoining properties, both at the time were owned by the same family.  
 
The purpose of the variance request is to increase the bedrooms without changing the existing 
historical house. The site is a 30% upslope directly from highway 28. The existing house already 
protrudes into the side setback. We propose to enlarge slightly the existing bedroom wing and 
add a second level bedroom. There is no other site location which would allo the bedroom 
addition.  
 
3. What steps will be taken to prevent substantial negative impacts (e.g. blocking views, 

reducing privacy, decreasing pedestrian or traffic safety, etc.) to other properties or uses in 
the area? 

 

There are no residential homes above this site. We are proposing to replace the existing bedroom wing 

so no views or privacy would be interfered with. 

4. How will this variance enhance the scenic or environmental character of the neighborhood 
(e.g.eliminate encroachment onto slopes or wetlands, provide enclosed parking, eliminate 
clutter in view of neighbors, etc.)? 

 
By placing the bedroom wing as proposed we can maintain the existing parking area on the 
south side and not effect the condition of the historic residence. 

 

5. What enjoyment or use of your property would be denied to you that is common to other 

properties in your neighborhood? 

The ability to have more than one bedroom. 
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